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UNITOR CLEANRIG CHP 1000 LTR
Product group: 641  Product number: 726015

Unitor™ Cleanrig CHP™ is a water-based rig cleaner specially designed to provide efficient cleaning and optimum 
environmental and handling properties.

Product information

This product supersedes product no: L724617

Unitor™ Cleanrig CHP™ contains unique environmentally adapted surfactants, pH regulating additives and corrosion inhibitors allowing removal of oil spills, sludge, oil-
and water based mud, dirt and grime from all surfaces included painted.

Features
Water based cleaner
Rig cleaner for use on deck, tanks, engine rooms, drilling equipment
Biodegradable
Non-toxic and Non-flammable
No hydrocarbon solvents
Contains no nonyl phenol ethoxylates or other estrogenic compounds

Benefits
High efficient cleaning
Can be used in confined rooms
Removes oil spills, sludge, mud, dirt and grime
Leaves a good shine on hard surfaces after cleaning

This bundle contains:
726040
UNITOR CLEANRIG CHP 200 LTR

Specification

General

Invent Hazard Material (IMO/EU) classification NA

 Physical properties

Appearance Pale yellow

Density [g/ml] 1,08 - 1,09

Form Liquid

pH 12-13

Technical data

Compatibility The concentrated product may react with aluminium, zinc, tin and their
alloys. May swell natural or synthetic rubber

Approvals

Unitor™ Cleanrig CHP™ is HOCNF and CEFAS approved. According to Norwegian environmental authorities Unitor™ Cleanrig CHP™ is classified as "Yellow" product
containing biodegradable surfactants and pH-regulating compounds.

Documents

Directions for use

Unitor™ Cleanrig CHP™ is an alkaline cleaner designed to remove oil and grease by penetration of surfactants creating an emulsion, which is washed away with water.
PH regulating additives provide increased action and dissolution of hydrocarbons and dirt particles.

Dosage: 1:1 - 1:50

Dosing is depending on the amount and type of soil to be removed, but often low concentrations are sufficient. Unitor™ Cleanrig CHP™ is applied by spraying or by other
means on to surfaces that requires cleaning. Allow the cleaning solution to penetrate soil for 10-30 minutes depending on amount and type of soil as well as the
temperature. During this time the cleaning solution should not be allowed to dry on the surface to be cleaned. Wash down with water hose preferably with hot water or by
use of high pressure cleaning equipment.

Related products

Is frequently bought together with

https://www.wilhelmsen.com/
https://www.facebook.com/WilhelmsenShipsService
https://www.linkedin.com/company/wilhelmsen-ships-service/
https://www.wilhelmsen.com/product-catalogue/products/marine-chemicals/cleaning-chemicals/hocnf--cefas-offshore-chemicals/unitor-cleanrig-chp-200-ltr/?epslanguage=en
https://media.bluestonepim.com/e4deb258-8122-4fdf-9d12-b42f3e0e812d/955e7b3e-c089-423c-8841-640326a80d73/VNUt8bopB6C7keriRMLU1WYNL/Qxd475SatQjmzXXHP0yYx6xEl.pdf
https://media.bluestonepim.com/e4deb258-8122-4fdf-9d12-b42f3e0e812d/e8970dc5-0805-4248-ac8d-77e57809dd4a/qZL9EwDXYxG12C98AGo3tPcnd/T7GOXVCcsFzC8WB7tU5JAocx5.pdf
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777710
NALFLEET 2000 25 LTR
661843
DEFOAMER CONCENTR. 25 LTR
571679
METAL BRITE HD 25 LTR

https://www.wilhelmsen.com/product-catalogue/products/marine-chemicals/water-treatment-chemicals/cooling-water-treatment/nalfleet-2000-25-ltr/?epslanguage=en
https://www.wilhelmsen.com/product-catalogue/products/marine-chemicals/cleaning-chemicals/cleaning-and-maintenance/defoamer-concentr.-25-ltr?epslanguage=en
https://www.wilhelmsen.com/product-catalogue/products/marine-chemicals/cleaning-chemicals/cleaning-and-maintenance/metal-brite--hd-25-ltr/?epslanguage=en
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